Linus Paulin g loins PBK Sy mpo siu m

Linits Pauling, recipient of two Nobel prizes, will
speak at Colby Dec. 3-4.

Linus Pauling, the distinguished scientist who has
won two Nobel prizes, will participate in a symposium
at Colby College , Dec. 3-4, in celebration of the
200th anniversary of the founding of the national
scholastic society. He will speak Friday, Dec. 3,
at 8 p.m. in the Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Pauling will join economist Robert Heilbroner ,
architect Paolo Soleri, and a yet-to-be- announced
representat ive from the dram atic arts in addressing
the symposium 's theme, "The Next 200 Years."
The Nobel peace prize was awarded to him in 196 2
for his cam p aigning against the testing, use and
proliferation of nuclear weapons, and for his stand
against using warfare as a means of*solving international confl ict.
His research into the nature of the chemical bond
and its application to the elucidation of the structure

of com plex

substances earned hi m the Nobel in Chemistry for 1954.
He is the first in the history of the awards to
receive two Nobel prizes.
Pauling is director of the .Institu te of Science
and Medicine which bears hi s name in Menlo Park ,
Cal., where he concentrates on the application of
chemistry to biological and medical problems.
He has earned man y honors , including the National
Medal of Science in 1974 , the Modern Medicine
Award for Distinguished Achievemen t, and the
Gold Medal of the French Academy of Medicine..
Pauling has published 400 scientific papers, written
over 100 articles on social and political problems
and authored several books and texts, inclu ding "No
more War!", "Science arid Worl d Peace ", and "Vitamin
C and the Common Cold," which received the Phi
Beta Kappa prize for the best scientific book in 1970.

and Actress Ellen Burs t y n
Actress Ellen Burstyn, winner of the 1975 Acad emy
and Tony awards, will participate in the Phi Beta Kappa
Symposium at Colby College, Dec. 3-4 Other speakers in the 200th anniversary celebration of the scholastic honor society are Nobel laureate
Linus Pauling, economist Rober t Heilbroner and
architect Paolo Soleri...Each..wilLpresent an address
and then engage jointly in a panel discussion Saturday night (Dec. 4). . .
In addition to being selected as best actress for
her screen performance in i'Alice D oesn't Live Here
An ym ore " and for her stage performance in Bernard
Slad e's play, "Same Time, Nex t Year," Miss Burstyn
received in 1972 awards from the New York Film
Critics and the National Society of Film Critics as
best supporting actress in the film, "The Last Picture
Show." She was also an Academy Award nominee
the same year for that picture and for her playing the

M H B P OLL
RESULTS
— Dave Linsky
An overwhelming majority of Colby students are
greatl y dissatisfied with the present daytime format
of college radio station WMHB. This is the finding
of a poll of 212 on-campus students taken for the
Echo.
Other findings in the poll included that a majority
of Colby students never or infrequently listen to
radio station WMHB and that feelings on the radio
station are consistent across campu s without regard to sex, dorm, major, or year of graduation.
When asked about the overall quality of radio
station WMHB's daytime format known as "Golden 91", 33% of those surveyed called it "fair"
and 47% referred to it as "poor". Only 4% of the
respondents called "Golden 91" "excellent" and
16% considered it "good".
There will be a memorial service for Dawn Gherman
this Friday, Nov. 5, at 3 p.m. in the Colby Chapel.
All persons wishing to honor her memoiry are invited
to attend, It will be a 15 minu te service, conducted
¦¦
by faculty and students,
\ . '. . *. . I ..' .: .. . ' ¦ .

distraught mother in "The Exorcist."
An advocate of more realistic roles for and portrayals of women of stage and screen , Miss Burstyn
told a New York Times interviewer in 1972, "The
men write the movies, the plays and a great many
parts are either male fantasies or male terrors. I
would< reaMy4ike^ sometime td-ptay anvbrffaTV written
by a woman."
The outspoken actress co ntinued: "As it is now,
the plays are usually about men and the women who
pass through their lives - the bitch goddess , the loyal
wife , the kinky sexpot, the good mother , the bad mother
Her role in "The Last Pictu re Show" was an exception ,
she said.
A Detroit, Michigan native, now 42, the actress
was recently in Paris filming "Providence," a "serious "
comedy directed by Frenchman Alain Resriais and
also starring Sir J ohn Gielgud and Dirk Bogarde.
92.5% ot those surveyed approved of a proposal to
change radio station WMHB' s "daytime format from
the present "Golden 91" fo rmat to a mixtu re of popular music, progressive rock, and jazz. " Only 7.5%
disapproved of the proposed change.
It was found that 29% of those interviewed said
they "never" listen to radio station WMHB and that
24% listen only "infrequentl y " when compared
with other radio stations. 12% responded by saying
that they listen to radio station WHMB "very frequently" while ,17% responded with "frequentl y " and 17%
said "occasionally" in comparison with other radio
stations.
O ther findings of the Echo poll showed that 53%
of th ose who infrequentl y listen to WMHB and 63% of
thosenv ho never listen called "Golden 91" "poor". 35%
and 18%, respectively, of these groups referred to
"Golden 91" as "fair". In addition , 94% of those
who infrequentl y listened to WMHB approved of the
proposed format change as did 96% of those who
never listen. These figures tend to show that the
present daytime fo rmat of "Golden 91" has disenchanted a large segment of the campus and has caused
them to stop listening to WMHB. It can also be concluded that a large share of those presently not listening to WMHB could be attracted to the station by
a change 6f daytime format.
The proposed format change is also approved
overwhelmingl y by those who listen regularly. 80%
of the 'Vfty frequent " ltatenew approved of the

Ellen Burstyn, AcademyAward winner will represent
the dramatic arts at the p hi Beta Kappa symposium.
proposal as did 86% of the "frequent " listeners and
a full 10O% of the ' 'occassional" listeners.
Those who disliked "Golden 91" the most approved
of the proposed change by the largest margins. 100%
of those who called "G olden 91" "poor " approved of the
change while 96% of those calling it "fair " approved.
Of those who responded as having "excellent "
or "good" op inions of "Golden 91", 0% and 80%, respectively, approved of the proposed change. These,
nowever, amount to only 20% of those responding.
Approval of the proposed change cut across
class lines consistently. Freshmen were in favor
by 94%, Sophomores with 91% , Juniors 91% and
Seniors bv 96%. Class distinction was a factor in
Colby's appraisal of "Golden 91", * >wever. No
more than 5% of any class gave "v \0' en 91" an
"excellent 11 rating, but Freshmen tended to give
a slightl y better appraisal than the other classes.
44% of the Freshmen gave it a "fair "'rating as compared
' with 39% "poor ". Seniors gave the worst rating
to the present daytime format with 70% calling it
"poor". t
Campus location was a slight factor in the appraisal of "Golden 91". Those living in fraternities
• continued on page 3
Due to the fact that next Thursday is Veteran 's
,,k
Day, our printer will be closed. * Therefore, next week's
Echo will be published on Friday.
mil
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IN MEM OR I AM

ED ITORIALS
Many, many weeks ago I wrote one sentence in my
editorial column, "Bits and Pieces" in which I called
the music that WMHB played on its "Golden 91"
show "trash ". This resulted in a long, detailed letter
from station manager , Andy Deininger, justifying
his programming. I retorted with an equally longwinded editorial defending my statement and my
paper. If you recall, at the end of that editorial I
promised the Echo would do a poll to get an accurate
reading of students' opinion of "Golden 91". Have
you seen page 1?
79% of the students polled gave the "Golden 91"
program no better than a "fair" rating, with 47% of
them terming it "poor ". 92.5% of the student body
approved of a change away from this type of format.
And most important - 53% of the student body "infrequently " or "never" listens to WMHB !
When approximately half the student body rarely
listens to a radio station it is time for re-evaluation of
its programming. When 92.5% of the student body
disapproves of twelve hours of daily programming
it is time for a change. And y Deininger wrote in his
letter ( Echo, Oct 14 ) that: "We feel that our
efforts have produced a station which has been able
to fit the preferences of a majority of the students
at Colby." The radio station is obviously working under
a misconception because they have only " fit the
preferences" of 7.5% of the student body.
I feel that these results should be seriously heeded by WMHB. They can no longer continue to play
such music and ju stify using stu dent funds. If they do,
Stu-A should reconsider their $7,600 budget allocation.
Why should they allow the student organization
that has the largest bud get allocation to dissatisf y
such an overwhelmingly large portion of the
student body. There were quite a few bud get cuts
by Stu-A this year. I'm sure that many other organizations would appreciate larger appropriations.
The next move is Lip to WMHB. Since I feel that
it may aid the station in its decison I am turning
over to them the computed results of the survey.
I hope that students will see an appropriate change
in the near future.

Special thanks and credit must be given to Dave
Linsk y for his demonstration of professi onalism in
the formulation and interpretation of the survey.
Likewise, I am extremel y appreciative of the tim e
and effort spent by the people who canvassed the campus

-JBD

ABOUT -THE POLL
This poll was conducted at the request of Editorin- Chief John B. Devine, Jr. by trained studen t
interviewers under the direction of Political Editor
David P. Linsk y and News Editor Jeffrey J. Wuorio.
The samp le consisted of 212 respondents from all
dorms and fraternities , with 110 males and 102
females. Each question was carefully worded and
pre- tested . This type of poll is considered accurate
within 3 per cent a minimum of 95 out of 10O
times. The interviews were conducted between
Thursday October 29th and Tuesday November 2nd,
- DPL

The outcome of this year s election has largely
been decided throughout the nation;voters have .
indicated their choice for public office ranging frorra
president to dog catcher. If you watched the returns
roll in on Tuesday, you were probably inumidated
by a horde of political "experts" offering var ious explanations and predictions concerning '
the results. As an average voter, I know that I
da not possess the political expertise to imitate
such correspondents, nor do I feel the need to do
so. H owever, 1 believe that one personal analysis
or mis year's elections can be offered; they have
given one a sense of optimism and positive expecta tion for the fu ture.
One reason is the unexpectedlly large voter turn out. Prior to election day, turnout predictions were
dismal; disenchantment with the Candidates and a
sense that their vote didn 't really count led many
experts to believe that a majority of the voting
public would just stay home. However, voter apathy
was not as prevelant as had been forecast; 54% of
all registered voters took the time to exercise their
voice in government. Although 46% is an unfor tunately high proportion of non - voters, the turn out may indicate a trend of increasing voter par ticipation. The passage of the Botde Bill in Maine is also
another source of optimism. This piece of legislature
which establishes a deposit on both bottles an .d cans
will help alleviate the largely uncontrolled littering .
which mars the countryside. The econ omic aspect
of the bill is also quite appealing; since refillable
botdes are also recyclabe, taxpayers should ultimately
save a considerable amount of money. In O regon
and Vermont, where bottle bills are presendy in use
the results have been highly encouraging.- Similar •.
benefits should be realized in Maine.
In Illinois, the .political machine of Richard Daley
suffere d a serious attack. Republican James Thomp son soundly defeated M icheal Hewlett, Daley's hand ¦
picke d choice for the governor's seat. Thopson.
a former district attorney, has a reputation for lo eating and elim inating corruption, and it is inevi - '
table th at a long and hard fough gt
table that a long and hard fought batde between
Daley and the new governor will develop. In spite
of what may happen in the future, however, it was
nevertheless enjoyable to witness the defeat of a
political machine whose stronghold on the state of
Illinois is notorious.
The prospect of the executive and legislative
branches of the national government working in
greater cooperation is another optimisti c indicator.
President Ford and Congress have consistently ar gued over numerou s pieces of legislature. With
Jimmy Carter as president, this source of conflict
will be greatly minimized. Obviousl y, the politics
which Carter advocates are not supported by all Ame
Americans ; 49% were adament enough in their op position to vote for. another political candidate.
However, the presence of a Democratic president
and Congress will hopefull y result in a governm ent where
action, and not stagnation , will be evident
At a time when the "experts" stipulate that
public apathy and disgust with the process of choosing their representativas is at an all time hi gh, my
opinion of the fu tu re of America's politics is quite
positive. Increasing voter turnou t, adoption of
important ecological legislation , the defeat o'f the
infamou s political machine and the o
infamou s political machine «ind the possibility of
assertive action on the part of the n ational gover ment are several op tomistic fac ts of the past election.
Let's hope that my expectations are neither u n founded or premature.

"JJ W

A nominee for the Condon Medal, last year's
Senior Class President, a brother of KDR, Tcnown
and respected by all students - - the list is endless 7
yet these are but a few of the outstanding characteristics that can be attributed to T ommie B ove.
Tragically, Tommie, was killed last Friday morning around 1 a.m. Police report that he was apparently struck as he stepped from his parked car to
move a box which was in the travel lane of 1-295
in Portland.
It is ironic that he was killed as he attempted
to make the highway safer for others. Yet it is
characteristic of the Tommie that we all knew
and will miss.
.

|

In Memory of Tom, who touched us in many ways.
We are better for having known him..
The Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho
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LETTERS

To the Editor:
The article on how B&G saves heating oil money
was humorous. Also false. I just conducted a survey
on rooms I was in today. Although all but one was
To the Editor:
too warm .Lovejoy basement) I could deal with
In the Oct. 21 issue of the Colby Echo there were
half by stripping down to my t-shirt. Doesn't anyone
some gross alterations of the facts cp-ntained in your
know that sweaters should be worn in the winter
editorial. You, being a responsible college newsmonths?
paper editor, quickly dispelled any thoughts I held
Second floor Roberts, third floor Bio, Keyes
that you were bitching just for the sake of bitching
auditorium, the Spa and the Ref Room were unand we all know first class editors (like yourself)
bearable. I'd be allrignt if I took off my t-shirt and
sure
always research articles thoroughly to make
sat in my shorts, but that drives Colby women wild
only facts go to press. Both of these negative aspects
with desire. I'd be covered with human bites and
were present in the article.
scratch marks, arid I'm too shy for that sort of thing
I am referring to the article where you, after
in public.
attending a soccer game poured out your emotion
Consequendy, I open up the windows right over
for the team who had to play in the rain and cold
the radiators to let ail that precious heat out. I
with only flimsy cotton sweatsuits to protect them
must cost the school over $700 per year in wasted
from the elements. The article mentioned that the
fuel oil. Too bad. Maybe Mr. Pullen can recover some
football team had new ponchos supplied by Mr.
of that by charging Waterville for heating the city's
McGee, Head Football Coach and Athletic Director.
air and keeping the Concourse warm.
Mr. Devine, someone in your organization is trying
But there's more. In Keyes auditorium you have
to injure your reputation as a responsible newspaper
to sit next to an open window or you sweat and that
editor who publishes only facts. Let me tell you why. .
makes you itchy in embarrassing places. UnforThe football team does have ponchos but, they were not pur tunately, you can't hear the prof lecturing due to
chased by Mr. McGee, nor have they been purchased
construction noise when the windows are open.
since he has been Head Coach at Colhy College.
Hence -1 am failing ch emistry again. This is unfair.
That makes the ponchos<at least ten years old.
It's B&G's fault. How can 1 get an education when
If you tried one on you would say closer to twenty.
the Plant Engineer is working against me? There's
On the other hand, the soccer team has new ponch os
only one way - to sabotage the Keyes' heating system.
purchased within the last five years.
An ultimatum. If I still have to sweat and scratch
You, or I should say your paper, could not have
or fail chemistry by November 9, 1 shall sabotage
been further from the truth. Don't worry, I am sure you
the Keyes' heatingsystem. Stanley Palmer - beware.
are not at fault. I know you are a responsible editor who
-Peter Torres
doesn't bitch ju st for the sake of bitching and an editor
who thoroughly researches his own editorials so no
falsehoods come to be printed. Someone in your
organization altered your version of the editorial
To the E ditor:
to produce the warped, final print read in your
The Colby College Committee System is in dire
Echo. I am sure you will agree your version of the
need of reform.
editorial went as follows:
What may have started a number of years ago as
1. In reality you attended a football game
a decentralization of the power of the college between
.and you felt compassion for the team
administrators, faculty, students and alumni, has
laying
in
the
rain
with
nothing
but
p
evolved into a super-powerful , ultra-secret clique
twenty year old ponchos to keep them dry
bureaucracy bearing more resemblance to the KGB
and warm.
than any other organization.
2. You wondered why Mr. McGee, Head
The committee idea stems from the belief that a
Football Coach and Athletic Director
group of people can more effectively make decisions
did not use his budgetry powers and buy
than a single person. All too often , however, committhe football team new ponchos like the .
tees are used to "pass the buck." They also are notosoccer team has?
rious for procrastinating, and are very susceptible to
unfair and undu e influence by senior members.
Obviously with great secrecy the confederate
Things such as these are known to happen at Colby.
altered the layout and an unsuspecting printer reThe student end of the bureaucracy is controlled
turned what he was given, this time in print in the
by Stu-A. Stu-A makes its appointments according
Echo. Perhaps it is someone who wants your job and
to personal preferences based on interviews.
is trying to damage your reputation as a non-bitching
The faculty elects its committee members, while
college newspaper editor who thoroughly researches
administrators are appointed. There is no advice and
his editorials, so as to print only facts.
consent on any appointments. Many committees
I hope my detective work proves worthwhile and
you will hopefully find the confederate on your
•are run in a less than honorable fashion. In many,
staff. If this type of thing happens again it could >
the committee meetings are top secret Cases come up
hurt your reputation as a responsible, non-bitching
by number, not name. The petitioner to the committee
editor who researches everything in his editorials etc
is not permitted to attend the meeting to explain
his position or to answer questions. Instead, the
A Concerned Reader,
petitioner only submits a written statement. The
Mark Higgins
minutes of the meeting are also secret to most interested parties, including the petitioner. However,
Mr , Higgins is completely justif ied in correcting rite.
administrators usually have no problem obtaining
The soccer team does in fact have raw ponchos which
minutes of committee meetings. The petitioner
were in fact bought within the last five years , .
may request that his name not be kept secret, but this
Ho wever, at the time that I wrote the editorial
usually does little or nothing to dent the wall .of secrecy.
"o one on the soccer team was aware that they had
Some committee members also let powers
'
po ncho s; nor was their coach; nor was the college s
and prejudices go to their heads. There has been
e(pt ipment manager. Mr. McGee did know of their
at least one case this year where an administrator
distance , however, andlwas wrong in not contacting
has told a student with whom he was upset, that ,
in essence , the student 's ch anc es of getting anything
him.
passe d by a certain committee are non-existent.
Mr. H igginsstates that I wrote that the fo otball
The committees aJso can foster problems rather
te <w ha d "new ponch os. " Th is is an inc orrec t
than solve them. Taking unnecessary action in a
state ment, a distortion of the facts , What was stated
benign area will only serve to create problems.
fc tb fltj "The athleti c departm ent seems to be able
It is surprising that Colby is moving in an opposite
to f ind enough money to buy ponch os for the foot direction as compared to the rest of the country.
ball team. " Perhaps , I was misunderst ood. What I
Un der much pressure .Congress recently enacted
Me ant was that , ponch os do exist for the f ootball
"suns h ine laws " to permit the taxpayers to view
team , no t that new ones were recently purchased ,
and study decisions and decision-making affecting
l as tly, J do not bitch for the sake of bitching.
them. Of course, certain matters, such as na tional
1 try to point out problems that exf a t an campus
defense are often discussed secretly. Similarly,
with the hope that some measures will be taken
committees such as Financial Aid have every right
to correct them,
-E ditor

to be secret There is no reason, however, why
students should not be perm itted to view and study
other decisions directly affecting them.
The committee system may be a good idea in
responsible
theory, but not in practice. It is often
campus.
on
nuisances
for creating unnecessary
More credence should be given to the decisions
of faculty members and administrators. The committees
should exist to provide an oversight or appelate
function. They should not interfere in all areas, creating
a bureaucratic m ess at Colby.
Douglas Lapin
f MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMOmMMMmmMMMMMMMMMMMm

cont, fro m page 1

After her experience in filming "Pit Stop," she likened
stage acting to arc welding. She told an interviewer, "The
actor strikes an arc with the audience. There's a
flame between the two. You move around the stage,
taking the audience with you. If you drop the connection,
you have to strike.the arc again."
Miss Burstyn left home at 18 and started as a
fashion model, worked briefly as a dancer and then
began her acting career in New York. While doing
television commercials until more promising roles
came along, she was signed by Jackie Gleason as a
"Gleason Girl. "
Her stage debut was in the long-running "Fair
Game" on Broadway. Going to Hollywood a year
later, Miss Burstyn was featured in the motion pictures, "Goodby Charlie" and "For Those Who
Think Young." Her film career launched, she was
later to play in Henry Miller's 'Tropic of Cancer"
"Alex in Wonderland," "The King of Marvin Gardens, " and the recent "Harry and Tonto."
cont.' fro m p age 1
gave it a slightly better rating than others, with 30%
calling "Golden 91" fair and only 43% referring
to it as "poor". In the New Dorms, on the other
hand . 58% called WMHB "poor" while "good" or
"fair " was cited by 19% each and "excellent" by only
3%.
Location on campus was not as large a factor in
the approval or disapproval of the format change.
Fraternities gave the lowest approval rate with 91%,
and Mary Low- Coburn the highest with 96%. In
general, there was little deviation in this respect.
Sex was a little factor in either opinion of "Golden
91" or in the format change p roposal. 92% of males
and 93% of females approved of the format change,
and the sexes had similiar op inions of "Golden 91".
A few recurring patterns became apparent when
examing the poll results. First, op inion on the present
daytime format at radio station W MHB is running
extremely negative without regard to dorm, sex, or
class. Secondl y, an overwhelming majority of the
student body desires a change away from the present
"Golden 91" format. And lastly, the campus is not
listening to WMHB on either a large-scale or a regular
basis.
In comparison with other radio stations, how often
would you say that you listen to radio station WMHB?
Would you say that you listen to WMHB - 1..Very Frequently
12%
2. Frequently
17%
3. Occasionally
17%
24%
4. Infrequently
5. Never
29%
Radio station WMHB uses a format known as "Golden
91" during the broadcast hours of 6am to 6pm.
In your opinionjiow would you rate the overall
qu ality of tliis type of programming? Would you
say that your opinion of this type of programming
is •1. Excellent
4%
2. Good
16%
3. Fair
33%
4. Poor
47% '
It has been p roposed that radio station WMHB change
its daytime format from the present "Golden 91"
format to a mixture of p opul ar music , progressive
r ock , and j azz. Would you approve or disapprove
ot this changer*
1. Approve
92.5%
2. Disapprove
7.5%

Daniel Na grin
Rum inations

B e t ty A l l e n
in S e r i e s C o n c e r t
Mezzo-soprano Betty Allen will be heard Monday
in the second concert of the Colby College Music
Series.
The recital, at 8:00 p.m. in Given Auditorium ,
will be dovoted to music of the Americas, from the
18th century to the present. In making tlie selections,
Miss Allen has drawn on her experience , both as an
internationally renowned interp re ter of vocal literature and as a Black American with a rich ethnic
heritage.
Works will inclu de a group of 18th-century songs
by Francis Hop kinson , singer of the Declaration
of Independence; pieces by Edward A. MacDowell
and Charles T. Griffes, representing the American
art-song in the Romantic era ; a group of twentiethcentury songs and arias from North and South
America. Selection of sp irituals will conclude her
program .
To set the moods of the songs, she has chosen
poem s by Black American poets of three centu ries,
from Phillis Wheat!ey (18th centu ry) to Langston
Hughes who died in 1967.
Miss Allen has had operatic roles in Scott Jop lin 's
"Treemonisha ," "The Mikado ," and has appeared
with orchestras throughout the world. She was
twice named "Best Foreign Artist of the Season "
in Buenos Aires. Jan Van Buskirk will accompany
her on the p iano.
Admission to the series concerts is by series
subscription only. Inquiries regarding possible
unused tickets should be directed to die Music
Department at the college inasmuch as subscribers
arc encouraged to retu rn tickets for resal e to nonsu bscribers on the waiting list.

Dido and A e n e a s
to O p e n
R u n n e l s T h e at e r
On Thursday, November 11th , Colhy will celebrate
the opening of the new theater in Runnals Union .
For this occasion , Purcell' s opera , Dido and Aeneas
has been chosen due to its inclusion of music , dram a
and dance and the subsequent challenges it places
on any theater.
S tarring in the opera are, Bonnie Mardcn , as
Dido, Prof. Arthur King don , as Aeneas, Sarah Sweitzer , as Belinda , and Lou Anne Tobias as the Sorceress.
The work is being staged by Richard Scwcll arid is
und er the musical direction of Pau l Machlin. The
ch ore ogr ap hy was created by Tina Mitchell-W cntzcl
and the technical direction performed by Stephen'
Woody.
The opera will be performed Thursday , Fr i day
and Sa turd ay ev enings , N ovember 11th , 12th , and
13di, starting at 8:15 P.M . and on Sunday, N ovember
14th at 2:00 P.M. Tickets-are available at the music
department office, in advance, as well as at the door ,
prior to each performance. .

On November 20, Colb y Coll ege is invited to witness
the creation of an unusu al man. Daniel Nagrin ,
now in his fifties , is approaching an age when most
male dancers hav e long since retired. Yet Nagrin ,
a man of thou ght , unusual complexity and strong '
feeling , as well as a dancer whose physical presence is that of someone years younger , has no thou ght
of retiring.
At 8 p.m. on Saturday , November 20, "in Runnal s
Theater, Nagrin will present his new work , Rumina tions
a 90 minute perfo rmance which he chore ographed
and premiered in 1975-76.
Nagrin 's first interests in dance were not professional, t never had any desire to become a dancer.
I just wanted to learn the box—step which was the
key to social dancing in my day. *"
Yet Nagri n 's interests in dance soon became
professional ; in 1940 he began his career as a performing artist — a career which , because of its length
and because of the artist, is marked by change and
invention in the art itself as well as in its philosoph y
"I don 't believe that any esthetic gesture is not also
a social or political gesture. Much of the modern
dance movement wants to disclaim this. But I say,
What is more political than the love between a man
and a woman?"
Nagrin s dance career spans from the world of
Broadway - he was once voted the Best Male Dancer to that of the solo concert performer and the Director of the "Workgroup dance company . Early on ,
he was associated with Helen Tarniris, with wh om
he developed "Action Technique", a method in
which the visu al design and impact of movement
is created by inner action. This cross fertilization
of dance and acting techniques continued when Mr.
Nagrin taught movement to the Open Theater
directed by J oseph Chaikin, and most recently in his
work a.s director of the improvisationai dance company
the Workgroup .
Since 1957, Nagrin has toured his solo programs
throughou t die U.S. and also in Europe and the
Pacific , giving concerts and workshops, particularly
at colleges and universities. In his dances, Nagrin

created a microcosm of social, political and psychological attitudes that throu gh dance mirrored tlie
human condition. In order to create this, Nagrin
says, "I read books. I look at people. I listen to
music. In my dances, I'm often dealing witn certain
moments in life where an individual has to cope
with something as an individual ." He has also devoted himself ex tensively to creating an accessible
dance literature throug h the use of film and videotape. Years of touring, lecturing , and teaching
have brought him into contact with, a vast public
that has inv ariably responded to Nagrin 's capacity for
single handedly filling a stage with disparate and
fascinating characters.
Nagri n will be in residence at Colby from Thursday , November 18 through the 20th. On Thurs- .
day night at 7 p.m., a lectu re-demonstration on tlie
History of Dance will be given in thp Runnals dance '
studio. On Friday, in the dance studio, 3 classes
are scheduled: from 10 a.m. to 12 noon , a class in
Jazz Dance Styles ; from 1:30-3:30 p.m., a Master
Class for Actors ; and from 6-9 p.m., a Structures and
Improvisation class.

New Rh yt hem & Blues Quartet
relations between the band and it's first label never
recovered.
Disillusioned with the lack of Columbia support
for their third album , "Scraps ", and sent NRBQ off
on a national tour in 1972. NRB Q became the first,
act ever to be held over for,thc knowledgeable and
NRBQ, the fi rst band to popularize letters for its
very jaded audiences at the famed "Whiskey a Go
name, taken in Miam i in 1968. That was the beginning
NRBQ: "New Rh ythm and Blues Quartet". That 's
Go." "Howard Johnson 's Got His H o-J o Workin '",
a big part of what the band plays , new rhythm and .
"M agnet ", and "Get a Gri p ", all ."Scraps " cuts made FM
blues , but that 's n ot all.
p lay ists all over the country . "Get That Gasoline,"
NRBQ is a seasoned band , a veteran of four albums , count a single off NRBQ' s criticall y acclaimed fourth LP,
"Workshop ", made the top 50 nationally. The band
shows , concerts clubs , and colleges. The band has become
is completing work on a fifth album to be released
expert in putting together a show guaranteed to get
the audience hopp ing and dancing.
shortl y.
NRBQ fell together in Miami back in 1968 and headed
NRBQ consists of Terry Adams on keyboards , J oe
imm ediatel y for New York, They charged blase New
Spampinato on bass, Al Anderson on Buitar , Tom
York audiences with electrifying rendition of rock
Andolina on drums , Donn Adam s on trom bone and
and roll's primary sources, such as Budd y Kn ox 's.
Keith Spring on tenorsax ,
See NRBQ, the qu artet that isn ' t a quartet , but a sex"Party Doll " and Eddie Cochran 's "C'mon Every bod y ".
NRBQ' s imm ediate impact upon the city broug ht the
tet , that plays some of the most amazing rock and
dubious rewards of a Columbia recording contract
roll ever. They 'll be at the Coffeehouse in Roberts
and unabashed imitation as they planted the seeds
Loft, Friday N ovember 5th , at 8:00PM , $2.50 cheap.
of th e nostal gic rock and roll fad that followed.
NRBQ' s positio n in the vanguard of the blossoming
fa d was quandered by Columbia. NRBQ flouted Columbia 's stu ff y concept of what a "pr ofessional " act
Philip Beam; professor of art at Bowdoin College,
sh ould be. At the Fj lrnorc East, in 1969, label execs,
will lecture at Colby on N ov 2 at 8 P.M. in Given
in t he au d ienc e were embarrassed by NRB Q's ons t age
^ "Winsl ow Homer. "
Audi
torium. The topic will be
deman d th t the li gh t sh ow be shu t off during t heir
Mr. Beam , au thor of Winslow Homer at Fr ont 's Neck,
^ The negative aspects of
performance.
extraneou s flashing
is a visiting professor here this semester. Try to attend
ligh ts and images du ring concerts wou ld soon be widely
recognized. Ligh t shows quickl y became passe. Bu t
"One can not categorize the music of NRBQ
except to note that it thrives on the unexpected and
it is consistantl y superb.
R eal Paper , Bosto n

Weekend Theatre- Too Good to be Tru e?
_ - by Madelyn Theodore
It was G.B. Shaw at his wildest and this past
weekend's production under the direction of
Micheal Yeager attacked this zany piece with determination and a well-conceived interpretation.
The result, which marked the opening of the theatre
season at Colby, was a funny, dramatic, verbose
reanactment of Shaw's portrayal of post- World
War I Europe caught up in the disenchantment of
the 20's. The scenes go from the bedroom of a
wealthy society invalid in a posh English city to a
remote mountainous hideway somewhere on the
coast of North Africa. The set was perfect , complete
with a Gothic bed, sand dunes and craggy mountains
and caves. Michael must again be commended for
his ingenious design (those who saw a "A Little Night
Music" understand the amazing breadth of his tech-,
nical creativity).
Becky Rogers, as the "sickly " Miss Moppley,
and her mother, played by Ruth Brancaccio, were
high society at its best, or worst, depending on your
viewpoint. Miss Moppley, bedridden and doted on
by an overanxious, paranoid mother, who has already
killed two children with her ministrations of innoculations, prescriptions, night nurses and doctors, breaks
from her wrecked existence after being intruded upon by
two amateur thieves after her celebrated pearls.
Becky had one of the more different characters to
portray as she went from a pseudo- invalid to a homeless
vagabond, finally becoming a determined woman out
to find the substance of life. As the Invalid she was
humorous, pathetic and believable as the realization
of her horrendous position became clearer. Shaw's
characters are to a great extent caricatures and
Becky easily inoved back and forth between reality
and exaggeration. However, in the following act
her change is so radical that it is difficult to perceive
the motivation behind such a forceful presentation.
She is dissatisfied with her rogue existence with her
new companions and consequently storms at them
with an incredible show of anger and vengeance
thus blurring the effect of her third transformation
in the end when she rejoins her mother and goes
off to find "true" life. All of Shaw's personnagesi
go through a process of self- enlightment and each
act represents a stage of this knowledge. Ms. R ogers
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began her process too forcefully and maintained the
high pitch throughout th y .

high pitch throughout thus obscurringmany of the :
.nuances .that would accompany such a complicated

Mrs. Moppley had a much more abrupt and later
realization than her daughter for one smack on the
head made her see how foolish she had been. Playing a mother that probabl y no one would ever want
to have, Mrs. Brancaccio was overbearing, obnoxious
and fuj iny. Her lines were her major difficulty as she
groped for some of the dialogue and compensated for
this by effecting a very stuttering delivery which made
it difficult to full y grasp some of the meaning. Mike
Fanger overcame the p hysical problem of having an
angelic face through his comportment in the role of
the Doctor, but his character was indistinct. He was
dominated by Mrs. Moppl y yet he expounded a
straight forward medical practice theory in his
dialogue with the invisible microbe. Mike vascillated
between the. realistic - fantasy aspects of this Shaw
character rather than having a firm grasp on both thus
his character lacked cohesiveness. Cha's Cowing
was virtually unrecognizable in the blown up garb
and outrageous makeup of the sick, bacillus. He
was invisible to all the players on stage as he scuttled
around "bemoaning his German measles which he
caught from the Invalid and dropp ing general comments
on the ensuing action. He handled the difficult problem
of being a central figure on stage ( and the most
noticeable one due to his outlandish appearance)
who is not participating direcdy with the action,
yet a part of it extremely well. He was often more
expressive in his facial and body gesticulations and
histrionics than other characters in
the scene managed to convey through their medium
of verbal dialogue.
Sweetie and Aubrie Bagot, the two culprits who
shattered die Moppley's litde world, were played by
Cheryl Peters and Kevin Jardner, respectively.
Cheryl took her role and endowed it with a perfect
balance between the real Sweetie, an ex- chambermaid
whose life is sparked by a frequent tu rnover ( 1 0 days
or less) of tete- a - tetes with transient male travellers and
charades as a night nurse and a countess as a cover for
the jewel heist and subsequent staged kidnap ping.
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Her transitions between each character, wh ether
spontaneous or gradual, were all executed -very well
and her energy never ceases to flow.
Kevin Gardner matched his partner in crimes with
precision, unbounding energy and drive. Bagot is
Shaw's most pedantic character and Kevin rarely
faultered in his long monologues of philosophical
ruminations. This was a strange role for the complex
ity is manifold when one goes from being a fighter
pilot who loses his nerve to a chaplain ( his father
was an atheist), finall y to posing as a thief and a rich
gentleman, meanwhile maintaining some semblanc e
of the real person beneath all the layers. Always the
stead y force throughout the eratic turn of events,
Aubrey is the last person on stage and while a storm
is sway ing and fog wallowing around him, he delivers
a final speech which certaindy shook all those in the
audience to their very marrows. Kevin was \ery
powerful and an excellent example of what the
process behind acting can produce.
Sav Zembillas as Private Meek was undoubta bly
the comic relief of what was already a funny show.
The do-nothing character who was actually in charge
of the English military operation in the mountain
hideaway was perfectly conveyed by Sav as he rocked
on his heels, fumbled his salu tes and emitted the
utmost aura of apathy through his droop ing shoulders.
Private Meek had the most insight of the characters yet
his knowled ge revealed itself during his deadpan
responses to the Colonel , an incongruity that he
bandied well and often used as asset for solidif ying
his role. Sav had a n excellent grasp on his part
and utilizied its potential to the fullest. Tony Betts.
played his commanding officer and his distinctly
British manners were perfect for the part. However,
Dr. Bett's strikingly Anglican comportment was
not adequate to cover for the numerous lines he
fumbled for, and he often slowed down the action
and failed to p resent a distinct portrayal of his
character.
Hal Bodden rounded out the military personnel
as the Sargeant. Torn between "Pilgrim 's Progress",
and the "Bible " juxtaposed to the realities of war,
he captures Sweetie's heart and the two go off to
fuse the physical with the sp iritual. Hal was very
good for he easily fit into the role of a man endowed
with an eye-catching physique as well as an epistem ol
ical mind and he used his own familiari ty with such
an existence to enhance his part. Professor Will •
Lee completed the cast as the Old Man who is disillusioned with life and now hiding in a nearby crag.
It turns out that he is Aubrey 's father and the words
that he spews forth lamenting man 's "fall into the
aleyss" form a startling contras t to the more fanfantasy-like aspects of the play. His grotesque
physical conto rtions and movements were spellbinding and his h arsh voice had an eerie qu ality that
drew all th ose listening down into his bottomless
pit.
Overall the major difficutly in the show seemed
to be a cohesive character direction. There were
enough discrepancies among the characters that
went beyond their complex natures and transformations to be accounted to these factors. Also the
players were not always aware of audience reactions
to themselves or to other action going on within
t heir scences and consequ en tly co n t inu ed t hei r
lines during laughcs thus losing thern on the viewers. .
I t was a play laden wi t h Shaw phil osophy an d he used
many avenues within the structure of this p iece
to comment on the miseiy and boredom of life at all
levels and the consequences of dwelling cither too
much or t oo li tt le on ci th er the mundan e or the
very reason for existence and life itself. M. Veagcr
and Company must belauded fordoing such a
"heavy " work with the amount of ease and style
with which they presented it, The costumes done
by Helen Richmond , added the polishing touch.
Again it has been proven that students, with an immense
bu rden of both time and academia to constantly
hinder their efforts, can creat an artfully conceived,
professional production.

Bo tes Bombs Colb y
36- 16
— Russ Lodi
It was a game where you were just waiting for
Colby to pull itself together and play the type of
football it did against Trinity the week before.
Instead the offense never got untracke d and the
defense, plagued by injuries, had its poorest game of
the season. Thus, the parents weekend crowd watched
Bates College exploit these downfalls and finally
coast to a 36-16 win over the Mules.
Events in the third quarter had a telling effect
on the outcome. With about 4 minutes gone in the
quarter and Bates leading 21-16, Bates flanker Stev e
Olsen (who had caught a 59 y d. T.D. pass for Bates '
firs t score) appeared to have received a serious head
injury after catching a pass amidst the Colby secondary.
The game was delayed for about 15 minutes as
medical staff from both benches determined the extent
of injury and finally, sent him to the hospital via
an ambulance. Although the injury was not serious
(Olsen received a mild concussion and slight neck injury)
the mid-field medical scene fired up the Bates squad.
With about five minutes to go in the quarter,
Colby Q.B. Frank Sears fumbled the ball, Bates
taking over on the Mules 28 y d. line. After a running
play gained 2 y ds., Bates' elusive Q.B. Hugo Colasanto scrambled left to avoid the Colby pass ru sh,
pulled up, and hit Olsen's replacemen t Kip Beach
with a' 26 yard scoring strike.
That made the score 27-16 and for Colby, it was
all down hill from there. They began a drive, moving
from th eir own 20 to the Bates 33 on the strength
of a Sears ten yard run and a 12 yd. pass from Sears
to Dennis Lund gren. However, a penalty , a Q.B.
sock, and a blocked qu ick kick, forced Colb y to punt ,
from their own 33.
Whittier's kick was brilliand y returned by Tom
Dehegre into Colby territory. From there B ates
punched it in on the ground , Dehegre scoring on a
1yd. run. This made the score 3 3-16 with ten
m inutes to go. Colby could not score in the time
remaining ; Bates added a field goal to make its
final point total 36.
Colby got all its points in the first half. Early
in the first quarter the Bates punter mishandled the
center snap and was dropped by Len Saulter on the
•

*

six yard line. Colby could only get a field goal here,
a 25 yarder by Steve Plamaritis. Bates came right
back to tackle the lead on Olsen 's long touchdown
reception and quickl y added another score, capitalizing on a Colby fumble by using the ground game
to set up Marcu s Bruce's 4 yd. touchdown run.
With the score 14-3 in the second quarte r, Q.B.
Frank Sears (who replaced Plomaritis in the first
quarter) threw an interception, Bates taking over
19 yds. from a touchdown. Depending on the ground
gam e, Q.B. Cosalante concluded tliis series by sneaking
over from 1 yd. out. The kick was good and Colby
was do wn 21-3 earl y in the quarter.
———— -^
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Q.B. Frank Sears releases a pass as tackle Tim Porter

gives him pro tection in Sa tur day 's loss to' Bates. (Photo by David Ashcraft)

Here , both Sears and the referee seem to be wondering
"Where is tha t halfback?' '. (Photo by David Ashcraft)
Colby spent the rest of the quarter getting back
into the ballgame. First, J oel Pomeroy recovered a
Bates fumble on the visitor 's 30 y d. line Keyed by th e
clutch third down running by Steve Celata and an 8 yd.
pass from Sears to Higgins, the Colby offense m ade
it 's first touchdown, a 2 yd. run by Sears.
Just before the half , Col by drew closer on a brilliant
catch and run 69 y d. touchdown by Mark Higgins.
Higgins lin ed up wi de r ight , and downfield, caught the*
ball between two defenders and then ran diagonall y
across the fi eld to beat the Bates defenders to the left
corner of the end zone. The extra poin t was good and
the half ended with Colby down 21-16. Unfortunately,
this play was the last gasp for Colby as tliey were to score
no more points that afternoon.
The loss was a disappointing one for the Mules who
desperately wanted to turn their season around with
a back to back win. However, Colby resumed its practice
of making costly mistakes as three Mule turnovers
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accounted for 21 Bates points. The defense was
riddled by injuries that prevented some from play ing
and others fro m operating at peak efficiency. Thus,
Bates was able to generate a balanced offense score
when given the opportunity, and finall y, ride comfortably
back to Lewiston with a 20 point victory margin.

R & R AUTO PARTS , INC .

Kennedy Memorial Drive
Oakland t Maine

AUTO PARTS, PAINTS & MARINE SUPPLIES
WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE CHAMPION
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hUT Tons B o a t e r s
2-0
—Brooks Range
The Colby Soccer team ended its home season
MIT.
on Saturday with a disappointing 2-0 loss to
Defensive mistakes and an inability to cap italize
game ,
.on offensive strength cost the Mules the
;
which was p layed before a large crowd of stu dents
and parents.
Two Colby defensive errors resulted in both
MIT goals, one at 22 :50 in the first half and the other
only 38 seconds into the second half. On the first
score, MIT chipped the ball into the penalty area
and goalie J eff Sanderson moved out to punch the
ball clear. However, Sanderson did not hit it cleanly
and the rebound went to an unmarked MIT forward.
Sanderson was out of the net, and MIT 's Rap hael booted
the ball into the goal.
The second MIT score came only minutes into
the second half when MIT chipped the ball down
the right .side to the wing. He crossed the ball to the
center of the field , with the ball eluding three Colby
fullbacks in the process. The MIT centerforward
llori simply redirected the cross past a startled
Sanderson and into the goal.
Colby was not without its own chances to score.
Twice they had the MIT goalie out of the net and on
the ground , with the ball loose in front , but were
halfbacks
not able to put it in the net. The Mule
the midfield area
p layed a strong game, dominating
throug hout the contest. Yet, the old unable-to-

Grit those teetff Sean! (Photo by Sally Morton)

score blues struck again.
Colby ou tshot MIT 16 to 10, and clearl y app lied
more pressure throu ghout the contest. Once again ,
however, they ended up on the wrong end of final
score. The Mules ' final game of the season is this
Saturday in Lowell, Mass , against U Mass.

IFL PLAYOFFS
Soccer

J on Hickok seems to be doing his stretching excercises
in ihe middle of the game against MIT . (Photo by Sally Morton)

Semi-Finals

Field H o c k ey Finale
-Susxe Gernert
Last Friday the women 's field hockey team
rallied for the last time for the state tournament
at Bowdoin. Eight teams participated in the event
and Colby finished a d iscourag ing seventh. Bowdoin
had the good fortune to win the tou rnament on hom e
territory.
In its second confrontation of the season Colby
faced th e Universi ty of Maine at O r on o during t h e
first round of the tournament. Once again UMO
defeated Colby this time with a score of 4-1.
The game was closer than the score indicates.
As usual , Col by lead during th e firs t half and dropped
the game in the second half. Its goal was scored
by freshman Nancy Greene on a hard drive from
the top of the circle early in the first half. The lead
held until UMO's Ann Pea b od y b egan a series of
three goals which escaped the reach of Colb y goalie
Lou Anne Tobias.
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40 Elm St.
872.6481
UKDERS TO TAKE OUT

I Pizza
I Italian-Dagwood
l Tuna & Roast Beef
Sandwiches .
I

Imported Cheese
& Ham
Ice Cubes - Beer - Ale
Wine

\ Sun-Tbwi
i SiJ O - U i O O

Fri Sc Sat
8:30-12:00

_

Last Years Team 2 PDT 1 OT
Internationals 1 ATO 0
Finals
Internationals 1 Last Years Team 0

Colby exceeded UMO by two minutes in penetration time which" clearly in dicates an offensive
game. Over nine minutes in each half was spent
beyond the 25 yd. line in an effort to score.
Although Colby surpassed UMO on shots on goal
UM O's goal tending oudasted Colby 's. They managed
to gain the advantage enough times to score and
their efficiency in the circle proved superior to
Colby 's,
So now the 1976 hockey season has officially come
to an end. At a modest hockey dinner Tuesday ni ght
Tammy Cudah y, Lin da D avis ,. Carol Doherty, Pol ly
Ge ilfus, Lee J ohnson, Hillary Jones, Jennif er March ,
Kim Ni ckerson , Debbie Perkins ,' Helen Richmond ,
Betsy Shillito, Carol Sly, Lou Anne T ob ias, Blain
Wash burn , Carol White and Nancy Chap in w ere awarded a Colby letter and Lee Johnson , Kim Nickerson ,
and Lou Anne Tobias earned a Colby jacket. Finall y,
Blair Wash burn and Carol: White were selected to be
n ex t year 's team captains.

Football
Semi-finals
TDP 24 PDT 12
LCA-A 19 Zete 0
Finals
LCA-A 19

TDP

0
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'THS BEVERAGE
VARSHOUS^
Burger King Road
Canada Dry Ginger Ale 2/$.79
Barrel Head Root Beer 2/$.79
Ice Cu bes & Blocks $.85

!

Canada 'Dry Cans $1.15/6pk, or $4.39A:ase

I Al Corey
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872,5622

We deliver kegs
Fri. & Sat. ni g hts 8-12, no charge
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Clark Barks
—Evan Katz
This Saturday Colby will be playing host to Tufts
in the final home football game of the year. The
Jumbos (4-2) are coming off an 18-17 victory over
Amherst In other games this year Tufts has beaten
Wesleyan, Norwich, and Williams, and lost to Middlebury
and Hamilton.
In the Amherst victory, the main ingredient of
the Tufts offense, running back Tim Whelan, scored
three touchdowns. He is averaging over a hundred
yards per game this year and has accrued over 2000
yards in his career. Another threat the Mules will
have to contend with is kickoff return specialist
Darryl Brown. Going into last Saturday's Arnherst game
Brown had returned 2 of 6 kickoffs for touchdowns
(resulting in a 45 yard per return averge) giving him
a total 5 for his career.
Latest football statistics show that Steve Celeta
is Colby s leading ground gainer with 228 yards in
55 carries. Joe Ciota has 211 yards in 35 attempts.
Receivers Reid Cassidy and Mark Higgins both have 11
receptions and 2O0+ yards. Higgins is the team's leading
scorer with 3 touchdowns. Cassidy and Dennis Lundgren each have two touchdowns.
Last Sunday in the driving rain the Internals won
the Intramural Soccer Championship by beating
Last Year's Team 1-0. The Internats goal was scored
by Everett Briggs in the first minute of the game.
A kick towards LYT goalie Doug Kaplan stopped
dead in a puddle before it reached him and Briggs was
in position to kick it in the goal.
Both the Internats and Last Years Team, members
of the.B League, beat fraternity teams of the A League
to move to the ch ampionship game. The Internats
beat ATO 1-0 in the last two minutes of their semi-final
game as Everett Briggs' high arcing head shot eluded
the ATO goalie. LYT beat Phi Delt in sudden death
2-1 when Steve Belanger, breaking towards the goal,
artfully headed the ball to Steve Larry who poked
the ball past the Phi Delt goalie for the winning goal.
Speaking of soccer, Babson College continues to
dominate small college soccer. They are 11-1- 1 this
year. Goalie Shane Kennedy picked up his 41st career
shutout recently adding to his national record in that
category. In their last 31 games Babson has outscored
their opponents 107-13 and have lost just once.
At the current time, throughou t the past years commissioner of baseball, Bowie Huhn, club owners, and
other baseball intelligentsia have focused tlieir collective
attention towards the pressing problems facing
professional baseball — the DH controversy, expansion,
franchise probl ems, and the reserve clause. However,
the one malady that major league personnel have
failed to confront is the decay of the minor leagues.

The deterioration accelerated right after World
and harder tor
War II. Since then it has become harder
cities to support minor leagu e teams. Some of the
reasons contributing to the minor league demise
are increased operating costs, expansion, national
exposure of major leagues thrcjp gh TV and radio, and
fewer people pursuing a career in professional base-
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Worn en ' s Tennis
Wrap -up
State and New England Tournaments - Tennis

The Colby Women 's Tennis team hosted the Maine
ball. As a result franchise failures and shifts at the
| State Tennis Tournam ent over the long weekend,
minor league level are so common they are expected.
with the Col by players coming in second by the
I
Owners of franchises, aim ost without excep tion,
narrow margin of 3 points behind UMO. UMO
lost money.
i
garnered 29 points, Colby 26; Bowdoin 24; UMPI ,
The minor leagues play an indispensable role for
with 21; Bates, 20; UMPG, 15.
I
parent clubs. The farm system allows for evaluation
Colby 's doubles team of Maureen Flint and Pat
j
and polishing of talent that hi gh school and college
i
Collins won the doubles tournament by defeating
baseball programs cannot provide. The situation is
I
UM PI 's Elaine Michau d and Debby Blackwood, 6-4, 6-3.
the opposite of that in professional football and
The team of Collins - Flint advanced to the finals by
'
basketball wh ere athletes emerge from college (and
,
overcoming UMPG's team of Phenix - Peterson
high school) teams and go into the pros.
in the first round 6-1, 6-1, then bowling over Tona
One would think that because of the vital role the
Buros and Rose Redm ond of UMO 6-3, 6-1 in the second
minor leagues play in player development the health
¦round. Colby 's other doubles entry, the first seeded
team of Bev Vayhinger and K aren Huebsch lost in a
of the farm system would be a top priority in the world
hard-fought
match 4-6 , 6-2, 6-2 to UMO's Ms. 's Buros
of baseball. Of course it is not The problem that
and Redmond.
is perhap s as threatening to m ajor league baseball
Sally Crisp, Colby 's first singles entry lost in the
as the many others that confront the sport is being
second round to third-seeded Camie Hickman of UMPG
ignored while the sometim es less pressing and more
6-2, 6-2. Ms. Crisp won her first-round match 6-0,
time consuming controversies are monopolizing the
6-0, defeating Terry Boynton. Amy Davidhoff played
valuable time of those with the power to hel p revive
singles for Colby, losing in the first round to Bates '
the minor leagues.
Wendy Warbasse 6-2, 6-2. She went dn to defeat Dane
Odds and Ends: Many thanks to Bill Yoder for
Cassavante of UMPI 6-3, 6-1 in the first round
correcting my statement that the Cincinnati Reds
consolations before losing to Tracy Howe of Bates
are the oldest team in baseball. A more proper statej
1-6 , 1-6. The singles tournament was won by Sue
"I
ment would have stated that Cincinnati is the birth place
Staples of UMO, as she overcame Merri Miller of
of professional baseball. . . The comments contained
Bowdoin 6-3, 6-4.
in a letter to the editor from Aaron Lebenger stating
|
Ms. Collins and Ms. Flint went on to Amherst,
that the cross country team achieved the first victory
I
Mass.
last weekend to play in the New Englands.
by a male sports team is well taken. However, as reThey reached the third round before losing to a team
ported in the ECHO and observed by this writer
|
from Williams, Holly Prentice and Tru die Penbroke,
at the time the article in question was written (10/17)
'
6-2, 6-4. Ms. Collins and Ms. Flint won their first
the cross country, team had not achieved a first place
two m atches with ease, dispatching a Northeastern
finish at a meet. It .was on this basis that I made my
I
team 6-0, 6-1, and a Springfield duo, 6-1, 6-1. The
jud gement Theie is no doubt that a political candidate
j
singles tournament crown was cap tu red by Joanna
I
finishing second in a three man contest, a basketball
Schaejer of Williams, the dou bles championship won
team finishing third in a six team division, or a cross, country
by Robin Rich and Kate Purcell of Springfield.
team placing third in a five team meet can claim
j
The tennis team finished the season with an overall
I
victory over his opponents finishing behind them.
season record of 6 wins and4 losses. Letterwpmen
It is just that an outright victory in, for example,
for Colby this year are: Val Brown, Pat Collins,
a soccer game, shows a domination over all opponents
| Sally Crisp, Amy Davidhoff , Maureen Flint, Carolyn
I
on a given day. Obviously there is room for much
Frazier, Terry Grassy, Lisa Hall, Gretchen Huebsch ,
personal interpretation and endless argument over
Karen Hu ebsch, Janice Miller and Bev Vayhinger.
J
an issue such as this. I did not intend to overlook the
j
I
success of the cross coun try team in fi rst portio n of '
the season. Any perceived slight against the cross country
•
team was purely unintentional.
i WWMnWWVaOTWWWW*WWWW ^wv<n>
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THOUSAND S ON FILE
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192-page , mit II order catalog.
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B U N D Y REPO R TS ON THE
L A NG U A GE
R E Q UI R E M E N T
—Hei di Neumann
"We are trying to accomp lish too many things
"
at once," said Prof. Jean Bund y at the conclusion
of a year 's stu dy of die forei gn language requirement.
His 40-page report was su bmitted.to Presiden t S trider
last week in response to the President 's re quest
to investigate ways of making the language requirement more palatable for stu dents and to offer any
possible alternatives to the requirem ent- as it stands
*
now.
In an interview last week, Bund y said that his
report recommended moving towar ds "more realistic
goals in what is to be accomp lished , a methodology
which keeps in mind the psychological as well as
educational elements in learning a langu age, and
material which it not onl y suitable pedagogically but
also in the stu dent inte rest." He found that he could
suggest litde in the way of alternatives to the requ irement
Afte r reading and reviewing the recent lite rature
on language teaching, Bund y did a limited amount of travelling to visit other universities and colleges. "This
travelling turned out to be a waste of money, " he said
after finding that the specialists were as perplexed
with language requirements as himself. He cancelled
furth er travel plans and concen trated his effort on more
reading and correspondance.
Wh y inclu de the stu d y of a foreign language in
a liberal arts education? "People may say that it is
exposure to another culture it provides greater mobility
*
in travelling, or that is hel ps to understand the p henomena of langu age itself ," said Bund y. "But these
are all secondary reasons. I fin d the primar y reason
for stu dying a foreign language is what it does to you
intellectually. . .it is a uni que intellectu al experience."
He added that many of the colleges which dropped
the langu age requ irement in tlie late 60's are reinstituting them.
A focus of ' th e Bund y report concerns student
motivation. He stated: "Doing well or not has very
little, if anything, to do with intellectu al ability or
language aptitude. . .success depends a great deal
on stu dent attitu de and motivation."
According to Bundy: "A psychological problem
uni que to a language classroom is the adversary relationsh i p between the teacher and the stu dent. . .th e
teacher knows all , the student knows nothing , and therefore there is an authoritarian atmosp here create d when
the teacher must be constantly correcting die student, "

Lecture Review-

THOMPSON

"We must loolc at how we waste our natural
resources, how wc waste our time, and how we waste
our human potential ," said architect William M.
Thompson on the Wednesday evening South worth
Lecture.
Addressing himself to the energy crisis , the Princeton
architect and present Maine resident said , "We tend
to overlook the little things in energy ," and that our
lives arc presentl y energy inefficient. He stressed that
rather than using up irreplacable resou rces; we should
use replacable, or "income ", resources like wi ml,
sun , an d water.^Fur thermorc, he urged voluntary
cutbac k of usage during pc:ik hours and suggested that the
electric companies adopt methods similar to the
telep h one company discou nt rates during off-hou rs.
Concerning wasted tim e in our lives, Th omps on
said ; "If you kn ow y ou have a g iven amount of time
to do something, chanc es are th at you 'll ge t ar oun d
to doing it more than those with an unlimited time. "
Wc need to kn ow horn imp or t an t any t ing is t ha t w e
do and Thompson suggested that "if you won 't be
able to remember tlie problem five years from now ,
i t can probabl y be pu t off. " The message was "slow
down. 1'
"Each of us should peri odically st and off and lo o k
at the values \vc arc pursuing. .. are we happ y with
them?" said Mr. Thompson in regards to personal
waste. At the 'risk ' of setting a' rigid f ram work for life,
he ertc ou raged the prac tice of sabbaticals from work
to see if there Is "energy to be used in other directions

To alleviate some of these problems, Bundy suggested:
"We sh ould define our goals, .provide a better sequence
of courses, " and that "teachers hou ld be more aware
^
of the psycholog ical aspects concerning the attitude
of-students. "
He has also recommended that Col by consider
"pro-viding the student with the option of demonstrating proficiency before the end of the semester by
means of a mid-semester test. . .If the student passes,
he may get to discontinue the class with full credit,
or he may continu e in a higher level mini-course. "
Borrowing the idea from a similar format at the
University of Kentucky, Sunday said that such a
proficiency test would not onl y sep arate students of
different levels j but would also"highten the student 's
motivation to do well at the beginning of the seme ster."
The report also concerns tlie goals of the language
requirement. "There has been a 2500 year fight over
the audio-lingu al method or the traditional reading
method. . .my conclusion is that no matter what the
method,.you can 't learn to read, write, and speak a
language a degree of proficiency in just, two years. "
He suggested that Colby "create a unity of these diverging
views. . .use listening and speaking as introductional
means towards the end of proficient reading. To do
this, we must organize our courses in better sequence."
If alternatives are to be proposed, Bundy said that
they must fulfill the primary purposes and processes
of learning a foreign langu age. "I've looked into them-*'
he said, "bu t I cannot justify most of them as being
suitable in lieu of the langu age requirement." He also
pointed out the fact tliat " the idea of alternatives
suggests that the faculty isn 't certain of the aims
of the requ i remen t."
However,.he did mention that th ere may be a
parallel in the creative arts because they too are a
form of "creative communication, uni que from a
student 's normal patterns of communication." He
cautioned of using any alternative "as a quick copout" but that th is could be considere d as a possible
alternative.
Prof. Bund y concluded ; "There 's something uni que in
learning a language. It has historically been a central
concept of education , no matter what the political
or educational ideology." He quoted from a 1973
conversation between Mao Tse-Tung and Georges
Pompidou which was recorded in a recent Newsweek:
"Mao told Pomp idou , 'I am not an educated man.
For example, I do not know foreign languages.'"

ON E N VI R O N M E N T

"We are facing a crisis of ignorance. . . we are unwillinj
ro try something new because our old ways were
working. " However, he warned of the danger of falling
into what some peop le refer to as "anal ysis paral ysis. "
It 's a shame that an architect-environmen talistlanner
of Mr. Thompson 's statu re (a former Woodrow
p
Wilson Fellow), sh ould chose to speak on the worn
out top ics of turning off the lights, using our time
well , and rc-cvaluating our lives. Of course th is ought
to be done and I believe that most peop le would
agree with his ideals. Yet aside from his energy conservat
suggestions, Thompson offered littl e realistic hel p
beyond his dreams and ideals.
Placing problems in a five year context certainly does
help put worries in the rig ht perspective but it does ,
not hel p in overcoming problems, no matte r how small
th ey may be. And as it is easy, to say "every little
bit counts " in savi n g en ergy , it is equally as easy for a
self-employed architect to tell teachers and students
to tak e time off and reevaluate our happ iness, of life
in general . Unfor tunately that 's a luxury not every man
can aff ord.
With all due respect to his work in architecture
and planning , Mr. Th ompson 's lec ture on We d nesday
nig ht p laces him in the ranks of those who can envision
a world of peaches and cre am but never seem to come
to grips widi the nitty -gritty facts of life. At the
beginning of the lecture , Mr , Thompson reques ted
th at die spotli ghts be dimmed in order to conserve
energy. I t may hav e been a greater savings on everyone 's
par t if the spo tlights had not been turn ed on at all.
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The Three Sti gmata of Palmer Eldritch
by Phili p. K. Dick

£ "*
—Peter Wise
t
Strap on you r packs, boys! Hitch up your
gravity belts, girls ! Push down you r visors, kids!
y
We're
abou t to blast off . We 've been recruited by the
J
United Nations to colonize Mars. For the rest of
I
'
our lives we 're supposed to gro w stunted radishes in the
hot sand and cutting wind of the Martian surface.
i
Or , we can chew Can-D and ma.ke believe we 're back
a
on earth . It 's habit-forming, bu t very necessary .
I
¦ Otherwise we mi ght get bored and kill each other.
. We might go mad. But with Can-D and our Perk y Pat lay! out , we'll be richer , stronger , and hap p ier than ever
before. Perky Pat and Wal t, the Barbie and Ken of
J
\ the year 2000.
E
In The Three Stigmata of Pcclmer Eldritch , Phili p
K. Dick has created a fu tu ristic world in which
C
t
rel igiosity, consumerism, and general escap ism are
l
at least as p opular as they are in 1976. The temperature
c
in New York City is 180 degrees Fahrenheit and .rising.
Peop le spend their time inside air-conditioned buildings ,
J
or, if they 're rich enough , down at one of the chic
resorts in Antarctica. The unfortunate people, however,
are those sent to colonize Mars, because there is
really noth i ng to do on Mars. It is impossible to farm ,
and all everything a colonist needs to survive is supplied
by earth anyway. And so, as a way of escaping from
their tiny hovels, the colonists play with dolls. They
spend th eir time and money assembling the Perky Pat
layouts, a miniatu rization of our own su burban world.
First a colonist buys the Parky Pat and Walt doos,
and in time, he or she can buy the clothes and cars,
the lawn mower , hai r diyer, and Waring blender. And
afte r the lay ou t is assembled, the colonist can chew
Can-D, a lichen based drug, wh ich translates tlie use
into the doll house world. The colonists become .
Perk y Pat and Walt, enabling them to enjoy the car
and blender until the dru g weais off .
But suddenly there is a new drug on the market ,
brought from another Solar System by the industrialist Palmer Eldritch , which is claimed to be a gift for
all mankind. The user of the new drug, Chew-Z, can
create any illusory worl d he wants , and stay in that
worl d for as long as he wants, with out the need of the
Perley Pat lay out. The new drug provides immortality ,
wish fulfillment , and the ch ance to relive the past,
But as the fi rst men start using the dru g, it becomes
clear that Palmer Eldritch is to be a god in each of
these world. Pretty soon, all the inhabitants of these
illu sory worlds begin to bear Palmer Eldritch's three
stigmata: his mechanical arm, wide-angled glass eyes,
and stainless steel teeth . Just imagine dreaming about
your favorite Holl ywood bombshell , say , for examp le,
Maril yn Monroe. There she is, giving you the look ,
the smile. She slowly mns her tongu e along her upper
lip. She slowly opens her mou th . Ugh , there 's nothing
but rows of stainless steel teeth, She scratches her ass
with a mechanical hand. That 's enough , 1 think you
can imagine the horrors of sucEi a world.
Science fiction has done a lot of gro wing up int
the last ten or twenty years. It is no longer enoug h
to have the hero build a rocket shi p in his back yard
which he then travels in to some Vcnusian paradise ,
Most readers today expect more than a simple plot
' wrapped in intcrgalac tic exotica. The story does not have
to.be realistic , but it must be believable, The author
also has the option to deal wi th contemporary issues
in very uni que ways. Philip K.. Dick's novel is not
only a great story, bu t an examination of our troubled
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Crib N o t e s

Wanted

Strong young man for odd jobs, outside and
inside, two hours each weekend now until exams.
$ J. 50 per hour. Phone 465-3 994
»?»»?

H ostess for all day Saturdays and bar tender for
Saturday and Sunday at Lindy's Restaurant. Salary
to be negotiated.
Full time position as Restaurant and Bar Manager
assistant at BBC's. Mosdy evenings and will earn from
$8,000-$8,50,0.year. Must be senior and preferably
male.
Weekend job on the country-side child care,
woodsplitting, carpentry, household help (any combination) During the week, child care on campus afternoons. Salary negotiable...
??» ^ ?

Babysit and house work for two boys, ages 9 and
3, in the afternoons. To start immediately.
"The Club," Waterville's new indoor recreation
center needs a woman to work part time in their pro
shop. The hours available are Saturday, 9:00 - 4:00;
Sunday, 9:00 - 4:00, Friday night 5:00 -11:30.
Beau tiful facilities, free tennis!$2.75 - $3.00 per hour.
Call David Walcott, Manager of "The Club,"
873-0125.
Job as representative for Time Incorporated open.
Involves distributing order cards, offering Time,
Sports Illustrated, Fortune, and Money at special
low campus rates. Come to the Career Counseling Office
for more information.
Babysitter needed once or twice a week in the
evenings for a one month old infant. Experience
with babies preferred.
Students interested in the afore mentioned employ
ment should contact the Career Counseling Office.

Lost

and Found

Found:
Blue Jacket and Railroad Cap - found at Registration
Can be claimed at the Registrar's office.

••••

LO^T:
One pair opal pierced earrings in Language Lab.
November 1st, at 11:00 am. If you 've found one
or both please return to: Stacy Cox
350 Woodman
ext. 533

Announcements

?

?
?
^
r
.

Election of Courses for second semester has been
postponed to the week of November 8 — 12.
Students can pick up registration forms at Registrar'^ office beginning at 8:30AM, Monday November
8th. It is suggested that appointments be made
with faculty advisors for approval of course elections.
Students should use .the catalog and curriculum
that were issued to th em for first semester regisy
tration.

^
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The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation of Colby College
is sponsoring two off-c ampus events during November.
On November 7th, Hillel will be trucking up to'UMO fi
a night of ISRAELI FOLK DANCING followed by a
wine and cheese party.
On the weekend of November 19th - 21st, Hillel
will be barreling down to Brandeis for a weekend of fun ,
study and enjoyment. The Sambatyon Reform group
at Brandeis has invited Colby's Hillel, and other groups
from around New England to join in for the weekend
entitled 'The Prayer Experience." There will be services,
lectures and workshops and we are promised a weekend
which will be an educational, cultural and. enjoyable
experience' Kosher meals will be served, and there
is a modest fee.
The deadline for registration is November 5th,
so H URR Y.
So if you 're a twinkletoes, clutz, or in between, in you
enjoy Fun weekends, or even if you don't — Call Mimi
Brodsky NOW at ext. 51 3—4 Small to reserve your
place with Hillel.

?
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Students who wish exhibit and sell their creations
will not be required to pay a registration fee. Please
see Sue Benson, Roberts Union, ext. 295, if you
would like to exhibit, or have any questions.
» »»» »
!'.Seniors!!
Your yearbook pictures M UST be in by Friday,
. Nov. 19. DON'T PUT IT OFF. If you can't
.
find someone to take a picture, call Mark
¦
Richardson at Ext. 551 (DKE). Bring your
pictures to: A-F Melanie Dorain, 305 J ohnson,
G-P - Steve Hart DKE .
Q. Z — Linda LaChapelle 310 ChampIin

Winter

Carnival

There will be an all campus meeting Monday,
Nov. 8 at 6:30 p.m. in the Dana Lounge for everyone interested in helping out with Winter Carnival.
There's a lot to do, so we have to start working on it
now. Come over with any ideas. If anyone has
any questions, or wants to help but can't make the
meeting, call Steve Hart x551.

Starting on Friday, November 5, linen changes
will be made on Fridays for the rest of the year.

?

Tests

.Mathematicians and Linguists:
^
The 1976 Professional Qualification test for
^p qualifying
for a career with the NATIONAL SECURITY
? AGENCY will be soon. Deadline for Nov. 20, 1976
? test is Nov. 6, 1976. See secretary in Career Counseling
? Office for registration forms.

CEC NOTE S

The first newspaper recycling pick up will be
within two weeks. All club members are now reminded
to take charge of the papers they assumed responsibility for. Twine is available in the CEC Room on
first floor Roberts get the key from the desk. The
papers must be bundled tightly because they are
moved by hand. At the next CEC Meeting (Monday,
Nov. 8) a class in Newspaper tying will be given.
3 Remember:
A lot of people doing ? ' 'e will make
fylis big job easy.

^
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Martes y miercoles a las doce y media.
Jueves a las doce menos cuarto en MARY LOW
DINING HALL.
Colby students are invited to participate in GLAMOU
Magazine's 1977 Top Ten College Women Contest.
> /oung women from colleges and universities th roughout
_he country will compete in GLAMOUR'S search for
ten outstanding students. A panel of GLAMOUR
editors will select the winners on the basis of their
solid records of achievement in academ ic studies
and/or in extracurricular activities on campus or in
the community.
,
GLAMOUR'S Top Ten College Women Contest
has evolved the past twenty-one years along with the
changing interests and concerns of college women.
Ten years ago, this was a contest to select the bestdressed oh campus, but since 1969 the emphasis has
been on what college women have achieved.
The 1977 Top Ten College Women will be featured
in GLAMOUR'S August College Issue. During April,
May or June, the ten winners will be invited to New
York to meet the GLAMOUR staff and will receive
a $500 cash prize.
Anyone is interested in entering the search should
contact the ECHO for more information. The deadline
for submitting an application to GLAMOUR is February 15, 1977.

For S a l e

The annual pre-Christmas Crafts Fair will be held
this year on. Saturday, Nov. 6, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
in the Fieldhouse. Traditionally it has been a large
and diverse gathering of talented craftsmen from
the state of Maine, the proceeds of which go toward
furthering the crafts at Colby.
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The Educational Testing Service has announced
that students completing teacher preparation programs
take the NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
on any of the following dates...
November 13, 1976
February 19, 1977
July, 1977
The results of these examinations is an important
factor in the selection, certification, and licensing
of teachers.
Testing centers and other information are available
in the Career Counseling office, LJ 110.
For all accou nting students with a "B" or better
average in your accounting subjects - you mi$be
eligible for an academic scholarship frpm the National
Societv of Public Accountants Sch olarship Foundation.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS FEBRUARY"
28, 1977.
See Secretary in Career Counseling Office for
details.

Z o m bie
Penelope

For Sale: Used Conn Comet, excellent condition.
Contact Eric at ext. 552

<
4

For Sale: One pair of opal.earrings. Must sell
fast, cheap.

<

y4

For Sale: Sam Crcmin, reasonable. Call x55 2.

<

A 34-year-old Policewoman is charging that the Philadelphia
Police Department is so "sexist" that even the Police Dog Corps
is all male.
Penelope Brace, a 10-year-veteran of the force, has alleged
in a sex discrimination suit that the Philadel phia Police
Department practices sex bias in hiring and promotion
practices. Brace stated that sexism is so pervasive in the
department that all K-9 dogs in the corps are male, and
Brace stated, the dogs had ''badges identical with mine."
Brace also testified that Philadel phia Policewomen arc
routinel y assigned to "babysitting duties-when a woman
is required to leave her family to'make a court appearance
or when a male officer is wounded and his wife wishes to
visit him."
The Philadelphia Police Commissioner, J oseph Q'Neill
recently stated publicly that women can't do Police
jobs traditionally held by men 'because God, in His
made them different. "

?

Films

?

Stu-A Films Presents
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Late 50's cinema horror classic.
INow a hilarious comedy !
Friday Nov . 5

????»

Los ambicicsos, starring Maria Felix and Girard
Phillipe. Directed by. Luis Bunuel. Thursday, November 4, 1976 at 7:30PM in Lovejoy 100. Admission
Free. Sponsored by Los Subrosa, Spanish Club.
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.The W.S.I. Refresher Course must be taken before
January, 1977, or your present certificate exp ires.
This is for all current W.S.I. Active (not lapsed at
all) Certificate holders who need the refresher cour se.
those who took the W.S.I. 1975-76 class at Colby do
not need it. The refresher course gives 1 season of
Physical Education credit. No classes can be missed
for certific ate or credit. There is a fee of $10.00
This is your last chance !

P November 5 ,6, and 7, 1976
r Friday, November 5
r
Boys' Club
6:0OPM to 9:00PM
'

\

1

. Sunday, November 7
Boys ' Clu b
.
9:00AM to noon & l.-OOPM to 4:00PM
"
"
> ¦
Sign up at the Ph ysical Education Office, room
*
? 202, Athletic Complex.
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New career horizons for women contemplating
careers in the field of Health will be discussed at - a public workshopheld at Simmons College, November
20. The workshop, funded by the National Science
Foundation, will feature presentations by prominent
women scientists. Junior and senior college level
women will also meet with career counselors and
job experts. Further information by calling Miriam
Schweber, 738-2195.

Saturday, November 6
Boys' Club
6:0OPM to 9:00PM
>

7 & 9:30

Lovejoy 100
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Course s

Stud y

Beginning with the Fall term, 1977, the C.E.E.U.,
Brussels, will award a substantial number of costof-living grants to American end Canadian juniors,
seniors and graduates who are accepted for study in
Paris, London, or Madrid through the agency of Aca
demic Year Abroad, Inc. Applicants must enroll for
the full university year, and for France arid Spain
give evidence of some competence in French or
Spanish ; applicants for England must have at least
aB+ average. Deadline for completed applications
is February 15, 1977.
For further details and application forms, write:
. C.E.E.U.
P.O. Box 50
New Paltz . N.Y. 12561
Canadian stu dents: because of the special relation
ship which exists between Canada and France there
may be additional or alternate financial aid and
travel advantages; check with the nearest office of
the Services Culture!? Francais and/or the Consulat
de France.
St. Clare's Hall , Oxford , England
Prof. Pau l Savillc, Dean of American Studen ts at
St. Clare's Hall , Oxford , will meet students, interested
faculty and St. Clare's alumni on Thursday , November
11 at 3PM in Dana Lounge. This is a good opportunity
for stu dents considering attendance at St. Clare 's
nex t semester or next year to get first-hand information .
Paris Program of the Insti tu te of European Studies
Prof. Alfred Fontenilles, Direetor of the IES
Paris Pr ogram , will meet studen ts, interested faculty
and alumni of die Paris Program on Thursday, Novem ber
11 at 4:15 in Leonard Lounge, He will discuss the
Institu te's programs , especiall y the one based in Paris,
and answer questions;
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C O OT
GENERAL MEETING
Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips
Four days before any students were supposed to
be on campus this year a group of 36 freshmen arrived
here. They came in to Roberts laden with packs and
sleeping bags, walking in stiff leather boots or pushing
light weight bicycles. These underclassmen had come
to go on any one of the five preorientatdon wilderness
trips planned for this fall by an organization formed
last winter named COOT.
These trips were designed to introduce Colby freshmen to the various opportunities available to college
stu dents in Maine's outdoors. One group canoed the
Belgrade lakes, one bicycled to Sugarloaf Mountain ,
one worked on Colby 's section of the Appalachian
Trail, and two others hiked throu gh Baxter State
Park. Nine freshmen , two stu dent leaders, and one
faculty advisor made up the members of each trip.
Some of themdike the bicycle trip and the trip to
our section of the App alachian Trail,were designed
for those willing to work hard and were qu ite difficult
while other trips, like the canoe trip, were moderately
easy. By providing a relatively wide range of trips
of differing difficulties many individual preferences
could be provided for.
In addition to the five freshmen trips one comprised
of upperclassmen went with Professors Koons and Allen
to Sou th Branch Ponds in Bax ter State Park to explore
that area's Geology. This experiment in outdoor education, a sort of extended field trip, worked out very
well. Hopefull y this part of the COOT program will
be developed more next year with some more uppercl assmen
trips going to different areas and studying different
subjects.
COOT was begun last January to plan and provide for
the trips which went out this fall before classes began.
All of these trips were quite successful and enjoyable.
Even at this early date preparations are beginning for
next year 's outdoor orientation trips. If you have already
been on a COOT trip as a tripper, leader, or advisor,
are interested in going on one next year, or would
like to help prepare for new trips there will be
general meeting Thursday, Nov. 11 at 6:30 in the Hu rd
Room , Roberts Union. It will be an important meeting
to discuss the future of the program and election .of
officers.

Work

St u d y

The Newspaper Fund is now offering their intern
ships for newspaper work and training this summer.
This is an excellent to get started in a newspaper
career. Come to the Career Counseling Office for
more information. The deadline for all completed
entries is December 1, 1976.
TOWARD A RCOLOG Y - WORKS IN PROGRESS :
This exhibit focuses on the work of Paolo Soleri,
architect , and deals specifically with the concept of
Arcology - architectural ecology, and with the continuing work , theoretical and practical at Arcosant,
the Central Arizona construction site of a prototype
Arcology for 3000. The exhibit is being held in
conju nction with the Phi Beta Kappa Symp osium ,
"The Nex t Two Hundre d Years. "
The exhibit will be on campu s November 29
'
- December 3.
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CEN TER

EX P L A N A TIOh
OF
PO LL

—Dave Linsky
It is 4 A.M. Wednesday morning. CBS news
has just declared Jimmy Carter the victor in the
state of Mississippi, giving him enough electoral
votes to make him the next President of the United
States. Where do we go from here?
Who would have believed one year ago, or even
six months ago that we would be faced with this
situation? All of this seems to have happened so
quickly.
What can we expect for the next few years?
quickly. What can we expect for the next few years?
What changes will occur?
The questions seem to be exploding around us.
One fact is certain. The next few months will be
difficult ones, as are all of those with a lame-duck
President. The stock market is already dropp in g,
and may continue for a few days until the country
recovers from Tuesday.
It may now be a good idea to examine what
Carter has proposed during the campaign in order to
give us an idea as to what we can expect. The prospects are not all that terrible.
We will finally have a compulsory National Health
Insurance Program. The nation has waited long enough
for this program, first proposed by Truman in 1948.
The lack of adequate health care for millions of
Americans should no longer be a problem.
It appears as if we will finally be able to take
a hard look at how tha Pentagon has been spending
its and our money. The defense budget should
not be increased under a Carter administration, and
the potential for bu dget cuts is there.
There is now a chance for national registration of
handguns. This is a program that has been stifled
by the previous administration and should get a
warm reception from Carter.
Federalization of the welfare system is also a
probability. This should relieve this immense burden
from the individuaJ states and also remove the gross
injustices of the present system.
The most serious problem of unemployment
should also be alleviated. An administration that
gives first priority to those with ou t work rather
than those with work has been needed in these
difficult times and should become a reality.
. Perhaps the most beneficial gain of the American
people is the knowledge that we will no longer have
a President who is at war with the Congress and tliat
we will a
to war with anyoncelse or with any other nation.
No longer will we have a nation ruled by the veto,
nor ruled by the policy of non-action or by the
action of non-policy.
I realize that Jimmy Carter was the first choice
of few. He was not my first choice. But he is our
nex t President and he deserves and tru ly needs .
all of the faith and the help of all of us. It is not
an easy job to be President It may be bigger than any
one man. We must no longer look to the past, but
rather to the future. The vision may not be the best
in the eyes of many but we must give Mr. Carter
a chance. For he is the only chance that we have.

COLBY
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If the Presidential election were being held today,

would you vote for the Democrat candidates,
J immy Carter and Walter M on dale, the Republican
candidates, Gerald R. Ford and Robert Dole, Independent candidate Eugene McCarthy, or American
Independent candidate Lester Maddox?
1. Carter-Mondale

'

2. Ford- Dole
5. Other

2%

Are you a registered voter?
1. Yes

80%

20%-

2. No

'«

56%
13%
0%

3. McCarthy
4. Maddox

"'

29%

Generally speaking, do you consider yourself to be a
Democrat, a Republican, an Independent, or what?
1. Democrat
29%
2. Republican
25%
3. Independent
46%
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- Dave Linsky
If the Colby campus had gotten its way, Gera l d
Ford would be spending four more years in the
White Hou se. But among those Colby students
who voted in the state of Maine, there was a sharp
difference of opinion- the race was % dead heat.
These are some of the results in m-Scho poll of
212 students on the Presidential election.
Among those surveyed 29% expressed a preference for the Carter-Mondale ticket, while 56% cast their
ballots for Ford and Dole. An additional 13% voted
for Independent Eugene McCarthy and 2% named
another candidate, but no one prefered American
Independent Party candidate Lester Maddox.
Other findings of this poll included:
80% of this campus is registered to vote.
29% of the campus call themselves Democrats, while 25% call themselves Republicans, and 46% Independents.
Not even 7 class at Colby cast their ballots in
such numbers for Ford. Those members of the
Junior class surveyed voted 42% for Carter and 45%
for Ford, while the Sophomores were at the other
end, voting 14% for Carter and 67% for Ford.
The Sophomores led in preference for McCarthy,
however, with 19%, with the Juniors on the other
end of the scale at 9%.
The residents of Foss— Woodman showed they
often march to the beat of a different drummer by
casting 22% of their vote for McCarthy. Ford's
support was strongest among those living in fraternities where he carried 61% of the vote. McCarthy's
support was lowest here with only 6% of the vote.
Carter's support was fairly consistent throughout
each dorm , with ranges from 26% to 32%.
When looking at the results on a state- by- state
basis, th at is where the students cast their ballots,
we find that those voting in Maine split evenly between Ford and Carter at 43% apiece with McCarthy
getting 14%. Massachusetts voters at Colby reversed
the trends of their state by voting for Ford 56%-24%.
The South at Colby was nowhere near the Solid
South as it was Tuesday for Carter, with Colby
voters casting no votes in the poll for the winning
G eorgian.
Perhaps the most interesting statistics can be
found when political party affliliation is brough t
into the picture. Democrats voted $$%• 24% for
Carter with McCarthy gettinfe»16%, but Republicans
were solid with 96% for Ford. In the most important
statistic, Independents voted 54%- 28% in favor
of Ford , with McCarthy receiving 17%.
Sex was a factor in the Colby election- that
is males preferred Carter more than females. Males
voted 30% Carter, 48% Ford, and 19% for McCarthy.
Females cast 65% of their vote for Ford with only
28% for Carter and 6% for McCarthy.
What can be learned from this poll is that Colby
cannot be trusted as an indicator of the nation.
Whit I want to know Is what happened to all those
ttude
nt radicals?
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